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Abstract. In this paper we ealeula.te the bulk viscosity of a mixture
of electrons, positrons, neutrinos and antineutrinos, at temperatures
and densities corresponding to those of the early universe, using a fully
relativistic formalism and the scattering croas sectiollS of the \Veinberg.
Salam theory. We also calculate the entropy generated by the expansion
of the Universe in these early stages and show that it is quite negligible
in comparison with the total entropy of the Universe.

PACS, 98.90.Cq; 05.20.Dd

The standard Big Bang thcory has becn the canonical description of the eady
universe for many years. Qne of the main assumptions oC this model is that the
entropy per baryon was approximately conserved throughout the cvolution [1,2]
(at Icast after a possible period of inflation). Howevcr, this assumption is only an
approximation, since processes out of cquilibrium did necessarily occur during the
expansiono In particular, it is a well known fact that a mixture of several componcnts
can be driven out of thermodynamic equilibrium by an adiabatic expansion ir the
adiabatic exponents of the components are different, since then each component
follows a diffcrent cooling law. This was ccrtainly thc case in thc early universe,
because the adiabatic exponents of hadrons, leptons, neutrinos and photons wcrc
different at temperatures of the order oí or bclow the corresponding rest ma5S cnergy
of the particles. It can be shown, howevcr, that therrnal equilibriurn was restorcd
with a timescale of a few orders of rnagnitude shorter than the expansion time of the
universc, and that, therefore, it' is an excellcnt approximation to assurne that tite
early universe evolved along equilibrium stages [3J. However, a rcturn to thcrmal
-equilibrium necessari1y generates a certain amount of entropy; therefore it must be
shown that this amount is negligible when compared to the entropy of the univcrsc,
since otherwise the assurnption of constant entropy would not be valid. This problem
was studied ror thc particular case of a mixture of e1ectrons, positron5 and radiation,
and it was 5hO\•...1I that the gencrated entropy is indeed negligible for a universc with
sueh a composition [3J (hercartcr, paper 1I).
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At temperatures around 1011 K, however, neutrinos and antineutrinos were as
abundant as electrons and positrons, and their contribution to the generation of
entropy should also be considered. However, the bulk viscosity and, therefore, the
rate of entropy generation, depend on the departure oC the actual equation oC state of
the system from the 'simple ultrarelativistic equation prtssure = ! (energy densily)
(see Eq. 5 of paper 11) and, therefore, a simple calculation of this effect is not
possible. In the present paper, we use the wholly relativistic treatment developed in
Ref. [4) (herealler, paper 1) lo a calculale lhe amount 01enlropy generaled during
the expansion oC a mixture of electrons, positrons, neutrinos and antineutrinos. In
Seco2, we present the relevant aspects and formulae of the theory and in Seco3 we
give our results and conclusions.

2. Theory

a) Description 01 the system

Consider a mixture of electrons, positrons, neutrinos and antineutrinos, and assume
that the time evolution oC each type oC particle can be describcd by a Lorentz
invariant thermal distribution function I(x¡,p., 1~),where the subscript i (i =
1, ... ,4) refers to the type oC particle, x is the position in Minkowski space, p
is the four-momentum and 1'1 is the (time dependent) temperature of particles i.
The thermodynamic state of the system is described by its total encrgy-momentum
tensor

where the energy momcntum tensor oC particles i is

T"V (9'C) J dr" vfI = ¡;J I P, P, i,

(1 )

(2)

where 9¡ is the occupation number io phase space and dr¡ the iovariant momentum
space element of particles i. The time evolution of thc system is given by Boltz-
mann's relalivislic equation (see Ref. [5))

p/ !¡,IJ = ¿Cij,

1

(3 )

where the comma represents the partial derivative with resped to x and C,) are the
collision terrns (for more details and explicit expressions oC the collision terms, see
paper [l.

We now make the following simpliCyingassumptions (for a physical justification
see SeCo2 01 paper I1):
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i) The numher densities oC electron, and positrons are equal, which implies that
their chemieal potentials are both equal to zero.

ii) The number densities oC neutrinos and antineutrinos are equal, which also im-
plies that their chemical potentials are both equal to zero.

iii) The electron and positron temperatures are equa!.

iv) The neutrino and antineutrino temperatures are also equa!.

It is not difficult to see that under these conditions, thc net energy gain per unit
time oC electrons and positrons must be cqual. lndeed, consider first the electron
gas¡ due to assumption iii), the only intcractions that may result in a net energy
transCer to (or from) the gas are: e + e+ _ v + V, e + v - e + v and e + v - e + ii.
Analogously, the energy gains (or losses) oC the positron gas will result Crom the
interactions e + e+ _ v + D, e+ + v _ e+ + v and e+ + D - e+ + D. lt is evident
Cromassumption i) that the inclastic collisions ee+ win result in cqual energy losses
on both gases. lo additioo, the energy gaio oC the clectrons through ev collisions will
be equal to the energy gain oC the positrons by e+ D col1isions, since the interactions
are CP invariant, and the same holds Coreji and e+ v interactions. It Collowsthat
the total energy gains oC thc clectron gas and of the positron gas will be always
equal. And since the heat capacities of the two gases are equal (by assumptioIl i)),
the temperature changes induced in both gases by these encrgy gains wiII he also
equal, i.e. the eleetron gas and the positron gas wiII maintain equal tempcraturcs
throughout the evolution oC the system toward thermal equilibrium. It is easy to
sce that the same result holds for the neutrinos and the antineutrinos (although
their temperatures are difrercnt from that of the eledrons and positrons). lt thus
follows that the whole system behaves like a binary mixture, one component being
the electron-positron gas and the other the neutrino-antineutrino gas.

b) Entropy gencration

The entropy generated during the expansion oC a system is usually written in terms
of a ""bulkviscosity" ( as

(4 )

where n is the (constant) baryon density, kB is floltzmann's constant, s is the
.entropy density and the dot represents the derivative along tlle four-velocity VI'- (the
total time derivative): . = VI'-8/8xl'-. ln our case, tIte rate of entrapy production s
should be compared with thc total entropy of the system which is given by the first
law oC thermodynamics (with the chemical potentials cqual to zero) as:

(5)
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where P and E are the total pressure and energy density oí the system. Thereíore

s (")' (;= ;; (P+E)" (6)

Now, as we have shown, the system under oonsideration behaves like an expanding
hinary mixture, and the bulk viscosity oí such a system was ealculated in paper 1:

(= eTTT [(&P,) _ (&P¡) ]'&E, n &E¡ n
(7)

where CT-
1 = CI-1 + C2-1 is the "reduced" heat capaeity per unit volume and at

constant volume oí the system, T := (LlT / LlT) is the relaxation time toward thermal
equilibrium oí the mixture, and Pi and Ei (i = 1,2) are the partial pressures and
the energy densities respectively of particles i (in this formulae the subscripts 1 and
2 refer to the two eomponents oí the binary mixture and should not be eoníused
with the suhseripts 1, ... ,4 that we have been using for the four components of the
system; PI, Corexample, will be in our case the oombined pressure of eledrons and
positrons, i.e., the partial pressure oí "eomponent 1"). We will now use Eq. (7) to
ealculate the fractiona! amount oí entropy produced by the interaetions between
neutrinos, antineutrinos, eleetrons and positrons during the early expansion of the
universe.

e) Caleulations

The relaxation time T of a mixture of eleetrons, positrons, neutrinos and antineu-
trinos has becn ealculated, as a fundion of the temperature, for the particular
case oC a small temperature differenee between the eleetron-positron gas and the
neutrino-antineutrino gas (paper 11). (It should be stressed that the exact eross
sections given by the Weinberg-Salam theory, including both charged and neutral
currents, were used in this ealculation). To make use oí this result, we adopt in the
Collowingthe same assumption, i.e., we take the temperature oC the electron-positron
gas to he T and the temperatur.e of the neutrino-antineutrino gas to be T + LlT
with t>T /T ~ 1. The "redueed" heat eapaeity eT may be ealculated by noting that
the value oC the heat eapacity of "component 1" will be twice that of the eleetron
gas, Cr, and that oC "component 2" will he twice the heat capacity el' oC the neutrino
gas. These, in tum, are given by {Eqs. (15) and (16) oC paper IIII:

e, = 4Jr (~)' kB</J' (" sinh' </Jeosh' </J d</J,
h Jo cosh(</Jeosb</J)+1

(me)'ev=8411" h kB((4)q,-',

(8)

(9)

where we have introduced the "temperature parameter" 4>:= me2/ kBT, and where
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m is the mass of the electron, e is the velocity of light, h is Planck's constant, and
«4) = 1.0823 is Riemann's zeta function oí argument 4.

Analogously, the pressures and thc energy densities of the "two componentsl'l
will be twice the pressure and the energy dcnsity of the electron gas and of the
neutrino gas, respectively. We thus have

and

P = p¡ + P2 = 2p¡ + 2P2

E = E¡ + E2 = 2e¡ + 2e2.

(10)

(11 )

These factors of two, however, are not important for our purposes since we are only
interested. in the derivatives (8P¡/8E¡). The value of this derivatiYe for the electron
gas follows directly from the explicit expressions for its pressure and energy density
(see, for instance, (7}),which may be written, for the case of zero chemical potential,
as

([jp,) = A
[je, 38'

where

A = roo si_n_h_4_,p__ ¿.¡"
Jo exp(,p cosh ,p) + 1

and

8 = roo sinh2 ,pcosh2,p d,p.
. Jo exp(,pcosh,p) + 1

As for the neutrinos, we obviously have

Our calculation is complete with the aboye e<Iuations.

3. Results and conclusions

( 12)

(13 )

(14 )

(15)

Our results for the bulk viscosity ( and the fractional entropy generation 5/5 are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for yalues of thc tcmperature parameter cP between .01 and
0.2, which correspond to "cosmic" times betwcen 0.00029 and 0.114 seconds in the
standard Einstein-de Sitter model of the cady univcrse (with 3 familics of neutrinos
-note that J1. and T neutrinos do not contributc to the generation of entropy, because
they had already decoupled at the considered epoch). The calculation cannot be
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FIGURE l. Bulk viscosity ( as a function of the temperature parameter <p for an expanding mixture
of electrons, positrons, neutrinos and antineutrinos.
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FIGURE 2. Fractional amOllnt of entropy generated per unit time s/s during the expansion of
a mixture of electrons, positrons, neutrinos and antineutrinos, as a fllnction o( the
temperature parameter <p.

extended to lower temperatures (¡onger times) because the neutrinos decoupled.
frorn rnatler at </J = 0.25 (see paper IIj.

It is readily seen in Fig. 1 that the bulk viscosity follows the law ( = 1.1X 1024.tP5
poise with an excellent approximation.

Finally, we see in Fig. 2 that the amount oí entropy generated by the interactions
between neutrinos, electrons and their antiparticles during the expansion was indeed
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negligible up to the moment of dccoupling. Since lhc amounl of enlropy generatl.-oJ
by the inleractions betw{''CIl electrons, positrons and radiation \Vas also negligible
(see paper 1), we conclude that the assumption of constant entropy during lhc eady
expansion phases of the univcrse is an excellent approximalion.
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Resumen. En este artículo calculamos la viscosidad volumétrica de
una mezcla de electrones, positrones, neutrinos y antineutrinos, a tem-
peratura..c; y densidades correspondientes a las del Universo Temprano,
usando un formalismo relativista y las secciones de dispersión de la
teoría de \Veinberg.Sala.m. También calculamos la entropía generalizada
por la expansión del Universo en las primeras etapas y demostramos que
es despreciable en comparación con la entropía total del Universo.




